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Abstract

Within the German TEX-I Project, which was sponsored by the
Federal Ministry for Research and Technology, several companies
developed industrial applications of technical expert systems for
data interpretation, diagnosis and process control. The purpose
of the diagnosis expert system reported here is to support the
operators of the LMFBR SNR-300 in assessing plant status in real-
time, based on readings from a large number of sensors. By online
connection to the process control computer, it can monitor all
incoming signal values, check the consistency of data, conti-
nuously diagnose the current plant status, detect unusual trends
prior accidents, localize faulty components and recommend opera-
tors response in abnormal conditions. The systems architecture
consists of two basic subsystems, an inference engine and an
intelligent process interface, implemented in Lisp on a Symbo-
lics- Workstation. The inference engine has been derived from
BABYLON, a hybride shell developed by the German computer
research institute GMD. This shell includes rules, prolog,
constraints and an object oriented frame processor. The extended
version has a component description language and a top-down
diganosis scheme including a mechanism of attention focussing.
Inference run as endependent, quasi-parallel processes. These so-
called inference tasks can interrupt or abort each other, if
higher priority events must be processed. The complete system is
modelled in an object oriented matter and is divided into several
subsystems and each subsystem into its physical components. At
present the expert system is connected to a real-time simulation
of the reactor. The simulation is based on a thermohydraulic code
for simulation of the transient behaviour of temperatures and
flow rates in the reactor core, plena, pipes, pumps, valves,
intermediate heat exchangers and cooling components. Additio-
nally, the systems response to an asynchronous operator inter-
action can be simulated. Several types of anomalies have been
modelled up to now and can be diagnosed by the expert system.

1. Introduction
Interatom, a subsidiary company of Siemens, develops expert
systems for the technical domain. These systems operate in
various industrial applications such as flexible manufacturing or
plant configuration, based on a domain specific expert system
shell, designed by Interatom. Additional projects focus on real-
time diagnostics, e.g. for nuclear power plants.

* Supported by the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology of the Federal Republic of Germany
under contract ITW 8503.
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In this paper we report on the architecture of a real-time expert
system tool, which has been developed within the German national
venture TEX-I, and its application to diagnostics and process
monitoring for the fast breeder reactor SNR-300, built by
Interatom GmbH at Kalkar.

2. The TEX-I project

TEX-I is one of the eight national German projects for research
of knowledge based systems, which are sponsored in part by the
German Federal Ministry for Research and Technology (BMFT). All
these projects are based on close collaboration between indus-
trial companies and research institutes and cover a broad range
of artificial intelligence applications. One of the technical
oriented projects is TEX-I, an acronym for "Technical EXpert
systems for data Interpretation, diagnosis and process control".
The aim of the TEX-I project is to design an expert system tool,
which can be used for error diagnosis and process control in a
wide range of technical applications. The project started in 1985
and will be finished by the end of 1988. Participants are the two
institutes Gesellschaft für Mathematik und Datenverarbeitung in
Bonn (GMD), the Fraunhofer Institute in Karlsruhe (IITB) and six
companies.

The industrial partners and their applications are:

- Bayer (Supervisory control of a sewage clarification plant)
- ESG (Fault-diagnosis of electronic components)
- Interatom (Situation assessment in a fast breeder reactor)
- Krupp Atlas Elektronik (Diagnosis of electric networks)
- Siemens Erlangen (Configuration of computer networks)

- Siemens Karlsruhe (Alarm management in process control systems),
At the beginning of the project it was decided to implement the
TEX-I system in COMMON-LIST on a Symbolics Lisp Machine and to
use the hybrid shell BABYLON of GMD as the basis for the design
of its knowledge processing part. BABYLON, which was available as
source code, had to be extended for use in a technical, real-time
environment. The resulting expert system kernel, as decribed in
chapter 4.4, is one of the two basic subsystems of the TEX-I
system.
The second subsystem, implemented with traditional (not knowledge
based) programming techniques, is the so called Intelligent
Process Interface (IPI). The structure of the IPI, including
modules for computer network access, signal processing and user
dialog, is described in chapter 4.3-
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3. Objectives
3.1 Current status

In the control room of the SNR-300, in addition to the automatic
control, a conventional system is already installed to help the
operators in assessing and managing failure events.
The alarm system primarily consists of three components: A board
with two group alarm signals (blinking lights for failure and for
abnormal operation), the recorder instruments for important
signals and - as the most important part - a monitor displaying
the alarm detector signal, the location of the detector and a
hint for the dialog scheme in the instruction manual (fig. 1).
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FIG.1. Fault tracing instruction at the SNR-300.
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The instruction manual contains a diagnosis matrix, which for
each detector signal in correlation to other signals gives hints
to the corresponding chapter in the instruction manual. The
diagnosis system contains about 60 possible detector signals,
half a dozen main failures, and a dozen abnormal operating
conditions .

3.2 Aims of the expert system approach

The main purpose of our expert system is the assessment of the
reactor status in real-time by monitoring the readings from
hundreds of sensors. Via an online connection to the process
control computer, it has to support the reactor operators by
detecting unusual trends prior to accidents, localizing faulty
components and recommending operator responses in abnormal condi-
tions .

We are aware of the fact, that the expert system cannot react
fast enough in all situations, because rapid changes in the
operation of the nuclear power plant from normal into abnormal
states will always lead to automatic nuclear shutdown by the
redundant and diversitary protection systems within fractions of
a second. Instead, we want to concentrate on slow changes in the
operation of the core, coolant circuits, pumps, valves, heat
exchangers and control systems, where the operator has a fair
chance to react and to bring the reactor in a safe state, before
the automatic reactor safety assembly will trigger scram.

3-3 Testing the expert system
Testing the expert system's reaction to different normal and
abnormal transients during its design and implementation phase is
usually a problem. Obviously, it is not convenient to induce
severe disturbances for test purposes, when the reactor is
operating in normal mode. Instead, a large scale simulation
program has to be developed to generate all relevant signals with
the same timing conditions as in the control room.

4. Implementation

4.1 Basic knowledge processing
An expert system, based on BABYLON, can be configured by defining
individual interpreters for each knowledge base. The configura-
tion can include interpreters for one or many of the following
different knowledge representation formalisms:
- Frame-Interpreter, for an object-oriented system, including

frames, behaviors (methods), instances, inheritance, possible
value restrictions, active values

- Rule-Interpreter, for forward and backward chaining, different
logical junctors and action types, tracing and explanation
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- Prolog-Interpreter, a complete Prolog language implemented in
Lisp with interfaces to Lisp and the object-oriented frame
system

- Constraint-Interpreter, supporting constraints and constraint-
nets, used to test consistency between values, remove inconsi-
stent values and to compute unknown values from given boundary
conditions

- Lisp-Interpreter, used to evaluate behaviors and instructions
for a knowledge base or any lisp function in the condition or
action part of rules

- Free-text-Interpreter, taking any expression, not handled by
any of the previous mentioned interpreters as true facts, which
are stored into a dynamic knowledge base.

By combining different formalisms it is possible to set or get
slot values, compare these values by some relation, use a prolog
clause, or a constraint relation, or free text, or a complicated
lisp function, all within one rule.

A knowledge base itself is divided into several parts. One part
contains the instructions to a Meta-Processor, defining the
global control of an inferer.ee, the knowledge interpreters, used
by the knowledge base, the user interface and optional exten-
sions. In other sections all frames, instances and their beha-
viors are defined, other sections contain different rule-sets,
prolog clauses, or constraint definitions.

4.2 Modelling and diagnosing plant components
A complex technical system, such as a reactor, is composed of
several interacting subsystems. In our prototype expert system
for situation assessment of the SNR-300 reactor we selected only
a few important subsystems, including reactor core, primary and
secondary coolant loops, and some smaller subsystems as for
instance sodium level control or delayed neutron detection.
Each subsystem is composed of many connected components, e.g.
pumps, vessels, or valves. A great number of sensors is attached
to each component. As one important precondition for a diagnosis,
the expert system must have knowledge about this static plant
structure and its dynamic behavior, as monitored by the sensor
signals.

The modelling of dynamic signals is decribed below in chapter
4.3- The static structure of the reactor system was modelled in a
hierarchical manner. Therefore, an universal component descrip-
tion language was developed, which allows the declaration of the
physical structure (component hierarchy, defined by parts/part-of
relations) and the functional structure of a plant (kind of
relations between the components).
Methods are available for finding all direct and indirect
components of an object or for finding all compound objects that
contain a specific component. Similar methods are used to
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investigate the relations between components. Different relations
indicate connections of different types, like pipes or wires.
In order to identify faulty components, a diagnosis formalism,
using a top-down "establish and refine" strategy, was implemen-
ted. The plant model is extended by mixing diagnostic information
into each component description. This includes a list of all
possible fault hypotheses for that component, rules to establish
its own degree of certainty by assigning situation dependent
focus values to each hypothesis and refinement rules to test more
detailed sub-hypotheses.
Starting from a rough localisation of an error, an end diagnosis
is reached by repeatedly invokin'g the sub-diagnoses with the
highest focus value. Functions for assigning focus values can be
defined by the user. In this way we follow a diagnosis tree with
the same structure as the plant model. If this strong hierarchi-
cal focus of attention mechanism is not adequate, an agenda-like
control structure can also Le used.

4.3 Intelligent process interface (IPI)
Our first prototypes, using this diagnosis scheme, were stand-
alone off-line operating systems where process data could only be
asked from the operator. In contrast to this conventional, dialog
oriented system a real-time expert system has to be directly
coupled to the plant, it has to monitor. It has to operate
continuously, in order to analyse the incoming measurements and
alarms and has to store them into the knowledge base.
In chapter 4.4 an overview is given about the complete architec-
ture of the TEX-I system, developed for this purpose. Here we
concentrate on the IPI, that manages the connection to the
process control system (PCS) with real-time data acquisition and
preprocessing.
The IPI is divided into 3 modules, a communication module, a
signal module and a monitor. The communication module is the
lowest layer of the IPI. It manages the data transfer from the
process control computer to the Lisp Machine and vice versa, and
it has to be loaded on both computers. The principal setup is
shown in fig. 2.
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FIG.2. Interface KBS — dynamic process.
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Process data can be active or passive signals. Signals are called
active, if their value has to be requested by the IPI from the
PCS. It is possible to request active signals once or periodi-
cally with a given cycle time. Passive signals, typically alarm
messages like "EM-Pump temperature too high" or device status
messages like "EM-Pump operating" are sent asynchronously from
the PCS to the expert system. Both, active or passive signals can
be handled by the communication module, and, depending on the
actual reasoning process, additional signals can be switched on
or off.
The main part of the IPI is the signal module, which consists of
two processes, a signal manager and a situation manager. For each
sensor in the PCS, there exists one corresponding signal object
in the expert system, implemented as an instance of the Lisp
object "primary signal". All incoming signal values, together
with the time of measurement, are dynamically written into a
cyclic history list, which is stored in memory within a signal
slot. Other slots define the history length, cycle time and give
information about the type of this signal and its measuring
place.
The most important purpose of the signal module is to provide a
data reduction by abstraction. Data reduction is essential in
real-time expert systems for runtime purposes, because it is not
useful to fire diagnostic rules with every new signal entry, when
typically hundreds of sign&ls per second change their values by
small amounts. This example shows, that some preprocessing
functions are needed to decouple the rapidly changing sensor data
from the diagnosis system. Only signals have to be processed in
real-time.
The IPI provides methods for filtering out those events that have
to be diagnosed by the expert system. First, a hierarchy of
signals is introduced, with the primary process signals at lowest
level. Only the top-level signals, called situations, can di-
rectly trigger an inference. Computed signals are another type of
signals, existing only within the IPI. Their value is calculated
from the values of imported primary or other computed signals. A
typical example is the computation of signal trends.
At higher levels of abstraction we have situations, which can
also be hierarchically ordered. A situation characterises a
specific process condition and can be viewed as a partially
frozen process picture. Situations can be modelled to import all
signals belonging to one physical component, or to import signals
or even other situations that are necessary to verify a special
fault condition. Please note the close analogy of the second
approach to the conventional diagnosis scheme for the SNR-300, as
shown in fig. 1.
Supervisory functions, which have to be defined by the user for
each signal, can be programmed to convert real number signal
values into discrete symbolic values. As an example, temperature
surveillance in our reactor expert systems is performed by
functions, that know upper and lower warning and alarm thresholds
and produce abstract signal values like "high alarm", "normal" or
"low warning". Only if these values change, e.g. from "high
warning" to "normal", a higher level situation is informed.
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The activated situtation then has to decide
defined supervisory function, if an inference
immediatly or if further information has to be
actually starting an inference, a disturbed
reevaluate its status after a given delay time
the error reasons are still there and are
fluctuating signal values near the alarm limits.

by its own user
has to be started
collected. Before
situation has to
to be sure, that

not caused by

4.4 Architecture of the TEX-I System

Fig. 3 shows, how the two TEX-I subsystems, intelligent process
interface and the BABYLON expert system kernel, cooperate.
Starting an inference means nothing else than starting a session
like in a conventional dialog-oriented expert system. A so called
inference process is created on the Lisp Machine, including all
knowledge processing, tracing and dialog functions of a complete
BABYLON. The original BABYLON therefore had to be extended by
process properties.

User
Dialog

Monitor

Inference Processes
with Local Knowledge Bases

Global
Knowledge Bases

Situations

Signals

Communication

Process or Simulator

FIG.3. Architecture of the TEX-I system.

If a long running inference process is active while other situa-
tions get disturbed and need expert system support,
processes can be created to run quasiparallel

new inference
with others.
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Inference processes are priority controlled and can interrupt or
abort each other. Creation and scheduling of inference processes
is done by a monitor, as shown in Fig. 3- The monitor also has to
manage the user dialog.
An inference process has its own knowledge base, but can also get
access to global knowledge bases. In our reactor expert systems,
one global knowledge base contains the static plant model.
Dynamic signals are not included in the static model, but via
direct links between components and signals, an inference process
can access each signal at any time, available in the history
lists.

5. Prototypes for the SNR-300
The framework of the TEX-I system was designed by all partners
together and implemented by the institutes. The industrial
partners tested the system with their application and provided
the necessary feedback and suggestions for further development in
the next project phase. The final TEX-I system is available now
since the mid of 1988.
5.1 Off-line versions
Based on the "establish and refine" diagnosis strategy, we
developed an expert system for the primary system of the SNR-300
reactor with prototypes for the subsystems sodium level control,
measurement subsystem for delayed neutrons, primary cooling
loops, and the supply and control system for gas pressure in the
primary vessel.
The hierarchy of subsystems and components is modelled with the
component description language. For each component the possible
fault situations are predefined. They are analysed by comparing
their focus values. Focus values are evaluated during a session
after classification of the signal values of all connected
sensors. We take into account the fact, that in a technical
system the measured value of a physical quantity has an error,
because of inexact measurement or instrumentation limits. The
classification procedure therefore uses fuzzy logic methods to
assign possibility values for statements like "the pressure is
high" or "normal" or "low". Finally, these values are accumulated
into one focus value.
We found, that these systems are excellent fault finders, but
they are not suitable for efficient on-line use. In many cases,
the alarm messages are unambiguous and no further reasoning is
needed to propose actions to the operator. Methods to filter out
such situations and to perform the necessary consistence checks
to confirm that situation, are provided by the IPI.

5.2 Prototype for the sodium level control system
The prototype for the sodium level control system (SLC) was
extended to make use of the signal processing functions of the
IPI. Signal values are provided by simulation. The SLC was
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selected, because it is a very important but small subsystem of
the sodium-cooled breeder reactor SNR-300. The complete set of
sensors, given in the technical documentation of the fully
automated SLC, could be modelled in the dynamic knowledge base.
The main purpose of the SLC is to keep the level of the sodium
coolant in the reactor vessel constant. It can also indicate
small leakages in the reactor vessel, the SLC itself, and in the
primary cooling loops. It consists primarily of a level control
tank, where the overflow from the reactor vessel is buffered, and
2 EM-pumps, which operate in "1 out of 2" reduncancy mode in
order to transport the sodium back to the reactor vessel.

Some useful features of the expert system approach can be
demonstrated with the SLC prototype. As a simple example, the
early warning function, as shown in fig. 4, will briefly be
discussed :
If the temperature of one EM-Pump becomes too high, it has to be
switched off automatically. To prevent this, the IPI is continu-
ously monitoring the two thermocouples, connected to the pump
tube. By looking into the temperature history, the trend,
"decreasing", "normal" or "increasing" is calculated, whenever a
new temperature value is stored. If at least one of the
temperatures is "rather high" and "increasing", the expert system
reacts, like an operator should do. It tries to detect a possible
error by starting a complete diagnosis of the SLC itself and the
connected subsystems, like the nitrogen gas cooling system for
the pumps by a procedure, similiar to the one described in
chapter 5•1•

SNR
Primary System

Primary Signals Computed Signals

FIG.4. Plant model.
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I Systen-Funktionen Inferenzen Rnuender-Daten Uissens-Basen Situationen Signal«
Name Prior Situation Start Stop CPU

ANFANG
TB02-T-UflRNUNG 14:41:12 14:41:45
TB82.D062-T-UEBERWRCHUHG 14:34:31

5
14:34INFEREHH-4832 5

INFERENZ-4818 5
IMFERENZ-4815 5 TB02.D002-T-UEBERURCHUHG 14:31:40 14:31
IMFEREMH-4812 5 TB82-T-UflRHUHG 14:14:84 14:14:18 6

Situationen
ANFANG

TOP-SITURTION -STOERUNG-
TB82-t1ESS-STELLEN-UEBERURCHUNG -RKTIU-
TB82-T-UEBERWRCHUNG -STOERUNG-
TB82.D001-T-UEBERURCHUNG -STOERUNG-
IB82.D002-T-UEBERWRCHUNG -RKTIV-
B82-T-URRNUNG -SUPPRESSED-

Harnung: TB82.D002 EM-Punpenrohrtemperatui—zu-hoch
TB02 Belde-EM-Punpenrohrtenperaturen-zu-noch

Meldungs-Scnlange :
(TB02-T-UEBERURCHUNG MIL -STOERUNG-
2801585501 2801585502)
(TB82-T-UEBERURCHUNG NIL -RKTIV-
2801585502 2801585564)
(TB02-T-UEBERWRCHUMG MIL -STOERUNG-
2801585564 2801585564)
(TB02-T-UEBERURCHUNG MIL -RKTIV-
2801585564 2801586694)
(TB02-T-UflRMUNG MIL -STOERUMG-
2801585642 2801585642)
(TB02-T-URRMUMG MIL -XPS-RKTIU-
2801585642 2801585658)
(TB02-T-URRMUMG MIL -SUPPRESSED-
2801585658 2801585734)
(TB02-T-WRRNUNG MIL -RKTIU-
2801585734)
(TB02-T-UEBERWRCHUNG MIL -STOERUMG-
2801586694 2801586694)
(TB02-T-UEBERURCHUMG MIL -RKTIU-
2801586694)

Signal-Ausgabe

S049
BI2I8 i | B i Z l f B022| B023|

:==> Signal: »TB02T001*:
-Mert-HIstory:
«320 . 2801586094) (318.0
(316.0
(312.0
(308.0
(304.0
(300.0

2B01586019)
2801586015)
2801586011)
2801586007)
2881586003)

(314.0
(310.0
(306.0
(302.0
(380 .

2881586021)
. 2881586017
. 2801586013
. 28015B6009;
. 2801586005
2801586088))

Signale
ANFANG

»SIT-TRIGGER*
* T-D001-URRHUHG*
tT-D882-URRHUHG*
*TB02D081*
«TB02D002*
»TB02ESCH1*
*TB02ESCH2*
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*TB02F901*
»TB02L001*
«TB82LBB2*
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*TB82L9B1*
«TB02L982*
»TB02L903*
»TB02L984*
*TB02L906*
*TB82LSCH1*
»TB82LSCH2*
*TBB2S014*
*TB02T001*
*TB82T881 -TREND*
»TBB2TBB2*
* T882T082-TREND*
*TB02T003*
* TB82T883-TREND*
»TBB2T004*
«TB02T085*
*TB82T0B6*
*TB82T086-TREND*
*TB82TBB7*
»TB02T008*
* TB82T888-TREND*
»TB02TB11*
»TB02TB12*
«TB02TB13*
*TB02T814*
«TB82T815*
*TB02T816*
*TB02T017*
*TBB2T018*
*TB82T021*

snten ntefir
Monitor-Loop - IhFEREMH «<IHORt1RL-TE«I-TRSK IMFEREHH-4812 15561711> beendet
Monitor-Loop - INFERENZ »<NORMRL-TEHI-TflSK IHFEREHZ-4815 15502046> beendet
Monitor-Loop - IMFEREMZ tt<HORMRL-TEXI-TflSK INFEREMZ-4818 15503605> beendet
Momtor-Loop - INFERENH «<NORMflL-TEHI-TflSK INFEREMZ-4809 15501504> beendet
Monitor-Loop - IMFEREHZ «<MORMflL-TEXI-TflSK IhFERENZ-4832 15503331> beendet!
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If the temperature is too high, the expert system has to
supervise the correct automatic switch-over to the reserve pump,
which could fail. In case of failure, the operator is alarmed by
the expert system that there is a " fault in the automatic
switching system. This message is not provided by the process
control system. Supervising all steps of automatic switch-over
means, that many time restrictions, signal delays and interlock-
ing regulations have to be taken into account, which even depend
on the actual operating conditions as stored in the static
knowledge base. The timing functionality is provided by the IPI.
Note that conventional expert systems do not provide support for
this class of time dependent problems.
Fig. 5 shows a typical screen layout. Without going into detail,
one can see a partial list of signals, whose values and histories
can be shown on mouse-click; a list of 'active and disturbed
situations, whose corresponding alarm queues can also be shown
with mouse-click; a process graphic; a list of active and
completed inference processes; and the messages produced by the
last inference.

5-3 Application to reactor operation

5.3.1 Simulator

In order to test the expert system in a real-time environment, a
large scale thermohydraulic simulation program for the SNR-300
power plant was used. The simulator, running on a Lisp Machine,
is on-line coupled to the expert system computer by an ethernet
connection .
The numerically simulated plant model covers
shown in the schematic reactor layout of fig. 6
the heat producing core, three primary sodium
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three intermediate heat exchangers, three secondary coolant
loops, three steam generators and three water/steam loops leading
each to an electricity producing generator.
The core and coolant loops are regulated by a master controller
with inputs: normal and electric power and outputs: normal values
of core temperature and primary and secondary flow rates. These
are themselves input to the core 3~point Pi-controller and the
primary and secondary Pi-controllers, which regulate the core
temperature and the coolant flow rates via the control rod drive
and the pumps rotation rates, respectively. Thus, the controlling
system will automatically adjust the reactor to a new operating
state, if the operator chooses to change the power, e.g. from
100% to 30%.
The simulation code, written in FORTRAN, was optimized to run on
a Lisp Machine in real-time or even faster. By solving the
differential equations of the neutronics of the primary and
secondary coolant loops including the complete controlling
system, each second a set of variable values is produced by the
code. The values correspond to the measureable neutron-flux,
pressures, temperatures, flow rates, pump rotation rates, slide
and control rod positions of the reactor core, plena, pipes,
pumps, valves, intermediate heat exchangers and cooling compon-
ents .
These signal values can be plotted against time using a graphic
interface, as shown in fig. 7« Additionally, the whole set of
about 100 signal values is transferred each second to the on-line
coupled expert system, residing on a second Lisp Machine. The
architecture of the whole system is shown in fig. 8.
The user has the choice to run one out of ten prefabricated
accident cases, which have a combination of faults, like
- reactivity disturbance
- control rod getting stuck
- primary pump revolution rate remaining constant
- control of secondary pump not available

and normal operating procedures, like change of electric power.

Alternatively, the user can run the normal operating case and has
the options to interactivly manipulate parameters, which charac-
terise deviations from the normal behavior of controllers, pumps,
valves and control rod velocity.
It is worth noting that in contrast to the expert system
interface (fig. 5). which is designed for the operator and
knowledge engineer, the simulator graphic interface is designed
also to support the reactor expert, whose knowledge (also
heuristic knowledge) has to be aquired. By analysing the time
dependencies and correlations of sensor data, which can simply be
reproduced, it is often easier to formulate or reformulate the
experts declarations in terms of the available signals.
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5 - 3 > 2 Supervision and fault diagnosis
In the on-line coupled expert system, the information carried by
the primary signals and relevant to fault diagnosis is condensed
into a smaller set of computed signals, such as
- difference between normal and actual values of

o core outlet temperature
o primary or secondary flow rates or
o electric power

- trends of
o actual electric power
o pump rotation rates or
o coolant flow rates

- differences between the pressure steps at the pumps and the
pressure steps derived from the pump characteristic.

These signals are updated as soon as one of their primary signal
values changes and are written into their cyclic history list.
Each of the computed signals is kept under surveillance by the
"situation manager", as decribed in chapter 4.3, and each change
from normal to abnormal values and vice versa will be written
into a message queue of a particular situation for further
processing,
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The situations, which can be in states such as
- active
- normal
- disturbed
- XPS-active (an inference process is running, triggered by this

situation)
- XPS-finished or
- suppressed,
correspond to the normal or abnormal behavior of the interesting
components control rod, pumps, valves and controllers of the
reactor.
Thus, at the level of normal or disturbed situations, the desired
fault diagnosis has already been realized. The following types of
operating conditions can be diagnosed up to now
- disturbances of components of the reactor core, primary and

secondary cooling system, such as control rod position, valve
position, driving torques of pumps

- normal and abnormal operation of the controllers for core
outlet temperature, primary and secondary coolant flow rates
and the master control

- occurence of scram conditions
- realibility of n-flux measurements
- value of nominal electric power.
The setup of the complete knowledge base is still in progress.

6. Conclusions
It has been demonstrated, how real-time fault diagnosis of small
or slowly developing normal or abnormal transients in the fast
breeder reactor SNR-300 can be performed within the TEX-I system.
All monitoring, diagnosing and controlling tasks we considered so
far, could be implemented with this expert system.
The TEX-I system provides many design features of real-time
knowledge based systems like
- static and dynamic knowledge bases
- interface for online coupling to a process control computer
- real-time data processing of asynchronous events
- multitasking of inference processes
- interrupt and priority driven scheduling.
There are, however, some limitations: Continuous monitoring
cannot be guaranteed because the system has to stop periodically
for a few seconds for "garbage collection", if many data are
transferred to the Lisp Machine. Other performance limitations
have to be expected in really big systems with hundreds of
signals per second and tens of situations, because of the very
time consuming signal processing.
But these problems arise mainly from hardware and software
limitations of present Lisp Machines. The concept of the TEX-I
systen is prepared for new parallel hardware architectures and
has been proven to be successful in even more real-time applica-
tions than just situation assessment in a reactor.
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